
How Alchemy uses Findem to attract 
high caliber candidates and prioritize 
diversity hiring 

THE CHALLENGE 

Alchemy is a Web3 developer platform that 
empowers companies to build scalable and 
reliable decentralized applications without the 
hassle of managing blockchain infrastructure 
in-house. The company is backed by A-list 
investors and the team consists of top 
engineers from prestigious schools, blue chip 
corporations, and thriving tech startups – all 
with deep experience in big data and scalable 
infrastructure. 

The Thrill of Finding         
Superstar Talent 

CASE STUDY

Made sourcing fun again 

Increased top of funnel volume 

Increased top of funnel diversity

Built a pipeline of precisely matched 
candidates

Gained visibility into the talent pool and 
pipeline

Alchemy is on an exciting trajectory, and they 
seek people who will help them reach new 
heights. They are highly selective in their 
hiring, and so the bar is high for recruiting. 

With such high standards, Alchemy relied 
on an internal resource to personally source 
potential candidates for the company. 
The goal was crystal clear and seemed 
easily achievable: find people who match 
a well-defined profile and who share their 
enthusiasm about Alchemy’s vision. 

Leveraging LinkedIn and other methods, 
they hunted for diverse candidates with 
experience in crypto currency and other niche 
fields. 

We are a small, dynamic company 
and every member of the team 
matters. That’s why we are so 

selective with every hire. We’ve 
struggled to find people who 
would be a good fit with our 

company and so hiring proceeded 
more slowly than we wished.

ROB BOYLE, 
PRODUCT LEAD, ALCHEMY
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The bottleneck to product 
development was people. 

But we couldn’t just hire anyone. 
We needed the right people to 
build the best product and the 

strongest team to take us forward.

ROB BOYLE

These traditional sources simply couldn’t 
deliver an adequate volume of high caliber 
candidates, yet pressure mounted to keep 
pace with the company growth. 

Alchemy wrestled with hiring capable 
candidates now or holding out for ideal 
colleagues. Company culture prevailed but 
hiring slowly put increased pressure on the 
existing team, and the sourcing process 
became discouraging.

Our old sourcing methods didn’t 
yield the experience, education, 
and quality we need. Sourcing 

became a waste of time 
because we weren’t finding 

anyone we wanted to talk to. 

That all changed with Findem. 
Now at least ½ the people in 

the funnel are people I want to 
talk with. That’s exciting.

ROB BOYLE



THE SOLUTION

Alchemy needed a much larger pool of 
candidates and AI-based recruiting filters to find 
people with the special skills and qualities to 
enrich the Alchemy family. They chose Findem. 

Cast a wider net

While other sourcing tools are limited to their own domains, Findem 
searches across every public database of people information. 
Alchemy now reaches far more potential candidates than before.

Millions of attributes to select

Alchemy knows exactly what they are looking for in new hires: 
specific job titles and technologies, a positive experience at a 
startup, a background in crypto, and experience at companies at the 
same growth stage as Alchemy. Only Findem includes that type of 
timeline experience search.  Plus, Alchemy can expand the profile 
to require individuals who have demonstrated excellence, are local, 
and from underrepresented groups. 

With access to more than a million Findem attributes, Alchemy 
can set their search for precisely the right candidates. Findem’s 
dashboard provides unprecedented visibility into the composition of 
the talent pool so that attributes can be refined to reduce or expand 
the number of candidates. 

    

Findem is the best we’ve seen 
in this class of technology. No 

other tools bring this breadth of 
candidates, this precision with 

targeting and filtering ideal 
candidates, and this depth of 

DEI support. 

Findem enables me to build a 
search that directly correlates 

with what’s in my head.

ROB BOYLE
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THE OUTCOME

Now that the company uses Findem, Alchemy has built 
a strong funnel of high caliber and diverse candidates.  

Their immediate success with Findem has renewed 
Alchemy’s enthusiasm about sourcing ideal candidates  
who complement the rest of the team and add value to 
the Alchemy family.

By using Findem, Alchemy’s team has regained 
valuable time to spend on worthwhile outreach to their 
top candidates.

 

I would definitely recommend 
Findem – especially to companies 

with stringent requirements for 
candidates. Now I enjoy sourcing 

because I feel like I am finding 
people who will be really great 

colleagues.

ROB BOYLE


